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Abstract
The eruption of global struggles in 2010 calls for theoretical reflection. What
distinguishes the new movements is not only their refusal of the existing socioeconomic order but their conscious experiments in alternative forms of social
organisation, interaction and self-determination. This article argues that the
movements’ inspiring mix of ‘refusal’ and ‘alternatives’ can be understood
within a theoretical framework which foregrounds the concepts of contradiction
and recognition. In this context, we present Marcuse and Žižek as theorists
who, in different fashions, turn away from contradictions that an alienated
world contains. Self-determination exists – but in a self-contradictory way. We
argue thus that recognition is a fundamental category of revolution.

1: Introduction
Among the many remarkable aspects of the cycle of global struggles that began
in 2010, one particular feature stands out: the aim of the new social movements
not only to reject the capitalist status quo but, putting into practice the slogan
‘another world is possible’, to develop prefigurative forms of post-capitalist
organisation, activity and life. In the various occupations of public and private
space, in the development of ‘horizontal’ forms of decision-making, in the
experiments with participatory and not-for-profit universities, in the various
mutualist networks set up as alternatives to austerity, these movements have not
only said ‘no’ to an unfree, unequal and exploitative form of life but developed
amongst themselves social relations of equality, democracy and freedom. For
these movements it is as if the desired future of self-determination can exist – in
however marginalised and interstitial form – in the here and now.

Activists and theorists alike have taken understandable inspiration from these
developments. Thus Naomi Klein perceptively describes the movements’
combination of ‘refusal’ and ‘alternatives’ as the ‘double helix’ of the new
‘activist DNA’ (Klein & Maron 2012); David Graeber praises their democratic,
leaderless tactics as “acting as if one is already free” (Graeber 2011); Hardt and
Negri see recent struggles, not least among them the ‘Arab Spring’, as preparing
the ground for the ‘constitution’ of a ‘new and sustainable society’ (Hardt &
Negri 2012: 1).
Our aim in this paper is not to analyse the specifics of present struggles but to
paint a broader conceptual picture in which they, along with a range of issues
faced by any revolutionary politics, may be understood.
To this end, our paper centres on two claims. The first is that refusal – saying
‘no’ and intending this ‘no’ in a revolutionary fashion – involves
acknowledging contradiction – the fundamentally contradictory nature of the
social status quo. Our second claim is that the contradiction concerned is one
where issues of recognition are at stake. Recognition, both in its contradictory
form and in the form of ‘mutual recognition’ (concepts whose meaning will
become clear in the course of the paper), is the terrain on which no-saying and
the creation of alternatives proceeds. Taken together, these two claims – about
contradiction and about recognition – can shed light on a host of issues faced by
radical politics while helping to realign critical theory with the revolutionary
spirit of the times.

2. Why contradiction?
A simple (perhaps an over-simple) answer to this question is: contradiction is
everywhere. We are contradiction. Contradiction is in the life that we live and
in the air we breathe. But which contradiction (or which contradictions)? How
are we contradiction? Which contradiction (or contradictions) must revolution
acknowledge? What happens to revolution if the notion of contradiction falls
out of play?
The claim that we are contradiction has a lengthy history. We are contradiction,
this history tells us, insofar as we are beings who determine ourselves. If we
were beings who simply are what we are, then – so it is argued – we could not
stand back from ourselves and act upon ourselves as self-determination

requires. We would be beings who, in principle, form part of a causal chain. If,
by contrast, we are beings who are non-selfcoincident – stated differently, if we
are beings who are what we are not and are not what we are – then, in
principle, self-determination is within our reach. Marx says the same thing
when he distinguishes between animal being which ‘is immediately one with its
life activity’ and human being which makes its life-activity the object of its will
and consciousness (Marx & Engels 1975: 276). Later writers in the Marxist
tradition (notably Bloch and Adorno) develop the same theme. Behind Marx,
moreover, there stands Hegeli – to whom the present article will return.
But, if we are contradiction, the social world in which we find ourselves is one
where this contradiction (and the self-determination to which it is linked) is
distorted and blocked at every step. In the social world which we encounter, the
contradiction which we are is itself contradicted. Stated differently, it exists –
but in an alienated or estranged form. We remain self-determining and, in this
sense, free beings – but our self-determination and our freedom exists in a mode
of being denied. The theme of contradiction-contradicted or, in different
phraseology, alienated self-determination lies at the core – so we propose – of
Hegel’s and Marx’s strongest claims.
A moment ago, we asked: which contradiction must revolution acknowledge?
Basing ourselves on the above comments our answer is: the contradiction which
we chiefly and most directly have in mind is the contradiction which blocks and
estranges human self-determination. It is the contradiction which, when its
ramifications are followed, traces the configuration of a deranged and
dysfunctional social life. We have this contradiction in mind chiefly and most
directly – but not solely. Were alienation (or, more strictly, the contradiction in
which alienation consists) the only focus of our discussion, the result would be
that positivist structuralism or ‘Marxism as a theory of society’ – as distinct
from Marxism as critique – was installed once more.ii In contrast to such a
restriction of subject matter, we see the contradiction which we are as
fundamental to our picture of society as a whole. It suffuses all else, and holds
open the conceptual space where critique may occur.
Let us pause, in this sequence of admittedly very general reflections. Let us ask
what implications our reflections carry for the notion of revolutionary change.
Our reflections suggest the following picture: a project of revolution attempts to
transform social existence where self-determination is contradicted into social

existence where self-determination – stated differently, the contradiction which
we are – comes into its own. In the present section, we argue that a project of
revolution lacks coherence unless (in whatever terminology) it understands
itself in such a way. We argue that saying ‘no’, and intending this ‘no’ in a
revolutionary fashion, makes sense only if a transition from contradicted –
blocked, alienated - to uncontradicted human existence is revolution’s aim.
Our argument turns on the question of how society which revolution opposes –
so to say, pre-revolutionary society – is seen. A tempting view of such a society
is to picture it as an inert mass or structure or, failing this, a causally-operating
machine. Such a view pictures such a society as, through and through, a realm
of necessity in which self-determining freedom is absent or non-existent or
expunged. A view of this kind is tempting for an individual whose social world
has, in Hegel’s view, ‘the character of being something external’ (Hegel 1977:
294). For evident reasons, it is likewise tempting in periods of revolutionary
uncertainty and defeat.
Such a view undermines the possibility of revolution. If pre-revolutionary
society really is an inert mass or causally-operating machine – if it coincides
with itself or simply and solely is what it is – then revolution against it is not
merely difficult to imagine but inconceivable. It is hard to imagine because it
suggests the picture of waves hurling themselves against a rock time after time.
It is inconceivable because a conceptual dilemma opens. Is the envisaged
revolution part of the realm of necessity which, supposedly, it rejects? If so, it is
for its part causally conditioned and nothing other than a further instalment of
the realm of necessity may be its result. Instead of a break, revolution connotes
continuity. Or is the envisaged revolution part of the realm of self-determination
towards which it aims? If such a conceptual option is adopted, revolution
becomes not merely a break but a miracle – as in Engels’s description of
communist revolution as ‘humanity’s leap [der Sprung der Menschheit] from
the realm of necessity to the realm of freedom’ (Engels 1969: 336, translation
altered). Which view to follow? Revolution thus pictured either unfolds causal
conditioning into an indefinite future – a future from which self-determination
is lacking – or understands itself in manifestly impossible terms. Whichever
fork of the dilemma is chosen, the notion of revolution evaporates. Revolution
which actualises self-determination becomes, seemingly, an incoherent dream.
A reader of the above paragraph may feel, for one of two reasons, that the justsketched dilemma is unreal. Either he or she may consider that a process of

revolution belongs both in a realm of pre-revolutionary necessity and a realm of
post-revolutionary freedom. Or he or she may believe that self-determination is
already a feature of a pre-revolutionary world. The chief difficulty in the former
of these views is its eclecticism. The chief difficulty in the latter is that it
purchases the possibility of revolution at the cost of rendering it unnecessary
(see Gunn & Wilding 2012). There is a sense, however, in which both views
listed as routes out of the dilemma contain a germ of truth and this sense we
now explain.
Above, the world in which we find ourselves was characterised as one where
self-determination is blocked and distorted and contradicted. Here, we state
more explicitly what this characterisation entails. The world which revolution
opposes is not, in our view, one where self-determination is literally absent. Nor
is it one where pristine self-determination already exists. (This being the case,
revolution is neither inconceivable nor needless.) In contradiction to both of the
views, the world which revolution opposes is a world where self-determination
is and is not present. It is present, that is, but is so in a distorted and contradicted
and alienated form. Let us agree, for the sake of argument, that the terms
‘freedom’ and ‘self-determination’ are interchangeable: if this usage is adopted,
then a pre-revolutionary world may be described as one where freedomcontradicted obtains. Whatever precise meaning is attached to the notion of
freedom, it is a world at whose centre contradiction is inscribed.
Two implications of the view just sketched may be noted. The first is that a prerevolutionary world as here characterised belongs and does not belong to a
realm of necessity – just as it belongs and does not belong to a realm of
freedom. In such a world, it makes sense to envisage – as Marx did – a
revolution which might be ‘the act of the working class itself’ (Marx & Engels
1967: 62). Only in relation to a society which is contradictory, we propose, does
the notion of self-emancipation make sense. The second implication concerns
the notion of alienation. A pre-revolutionary society – or a society which
revolution opposes – is, we have contended, an alienated society. If ‘alienation’
signifies ‘contradiction’, as we suggest is the case, a society which is alienated
is one where spectres of emancipation have begun to walk.

*

In the closing paragraphs of this section, we turn to ways in which theory has
viewed no-saying with revolutionary intent. Our comments, which are selective,
glance all-too-briefly at Marcuse (theorist of the 1960s ‘Great Refusal’) before
turning to Žižek (commentator on the protests and uprisings of 2011).
Marcuse’s writings identify a ‘vicious circle’ in which notions of revolution
have been caught – and suggest a way in which the circle may be avoided. The
circle is one according to which rupture with a status quo ‘must precede the
revolution which is to usher in a free society’ whereas ‘such rupture itself can
be envisaged only in a revolution’ (Marcuse 1972: 27; see also 1968: 47, 196).
Marcuse’s suggested means of avoidance is to think of revolution as a process
of self-change wherein the needs and values of an emancipated society are
anticipated: ‘Revolutionary forces emerge in the process of change itself’ (1972:
82; see also 37). To this we respond that a process of self-change in and through
revolution is best pictured as one leading freedom-contradicted to unalienated
self-determination. If, by contrast, revolution is pictured as opposing a
contradiction-free social structure then, so we have argued, it is pictured in
miraculous terms. Marcuse comes close to picturing revolution in such terms –
such viciously circular terms – when he describes existing domination as
domination in its ‘pure form’ (1968: 199).
In Žižek’s writings, revolutionary action appears in a still more uncertain focus.
At the core of his view of critique is a distinctive interpretation of Hegel –
whom he sees not as ‘appropriating all otherness’ but as letting reality ‘be the
way it is’: ‘What if Hegelian “reconciliation”...involves, as its culminating
moment, the setting free of objectivity in its otherness?’ (Žižek 2012a: 202; see
also 2012a: 262; 2012b: 107, 131). We, for our part, find no difficulty with
Žižek’s claim that Hegel need not be read as an idealist, but we raise a question
about what a ‘let-it-be’ approach signifies for political action. The question is
one raised by Žižek himself: ‘The crucial thing is the political spin we give to
such [Hegelian] “wisdom”: is it a matter of simple withdrawal or of withdrawal
as the condition of a radical act?’ (2012b: 110). Our proposal is that, in Žižek’s
writings, the answer remains ambiguous. On the one hand we learn that
‘withdrawal into the standpoint of the [Hegelian] Absolute does not entail a
retreat into inactivity, but the opening up of a space for radical change’
(2012b:110-1). On the other, we are told that Hegel’s view is ‘tragic’, that
actions may be understood only retrospectively and that radical political action
turns on an ‘existential wager’ or – stated differently – is a shot in the dark

(2012a: 223, 263-4; 2012b: 129, 134). It is our impression that the second of
these responses predominates in Žižek’s work.
Why, it may be enquired, does the no-saying projected by Žižek veer away from
unambiguous radical commitment? Let us agree, for the sake of argument, that
political action always involves a wager and that this wager may be worth
making even when it is against the odds. What makes such action nonetheless
worthwhile is that it speaks to concerns and needs which, in however estranged
a manner, an unrevolutionised world already contains. It resonates, that is, with
existing contradictions. Žižek rejects such a perspective when he turns against
the Left-Hegelian tradition (2012b: 107) – and the notion of recognition on
which much in Left Hegelianism turns (2012a: 1004-5). The theme of
recognition is discussed in our next section but, here, we confine ourselves to a
general observation. Žižek turns radical political action into an unreasoning leap
of faith by, in a word, turning away from contradictions (contradictions in
patterns of recognition) that an alienated world contains.

*

At this stage in our discussion, a note on the politics of what has been said may
be entered. Our remarks on Marcuse and Žižek underline the theme of
contradiction and, in doing so, redirect attention to fissures and ‘cracks’
(Holloway 2010) and interstices which a pre-revolutionary world contains. They
bring into focus the notion of revolution as a process which, although rooted in
alienation, stands out ahead of itself towards emancipation. Thus understood,
revolution involves prolepsis and prefiguration. If mutual recognition (to which
our paper turns) is to exist, it already begins.

3. Why recognition?
An over-simple answer to this question might be: as humans, we are recognitive
beings. We exist in and through recognition. But why should recognition
concern us in the present connection? Our answer is that, without a reference to
recognition, all that is said about contradiction remains mechanistic or an
abstract normative imperative. Introduction of recognition as a theme gives

discussion phenomenological depth – and brings it closer to the texture of
revolutionary politics. The present section indicates how, we consider, the
relation between recognition and revolution may be seen.
Our argument in fulfilment of this aim has two parts. First, we comment on the
meaning and background of the term ‘recognition’. Second, we present
considerations which make the notion of recognition fundamental to
revolutionary thinking. In closing, we comment on discussion which presents
recognition in a less-than-revolutionary way.
(i) ‘Recognition’ and its background
We do not, here, attempt a formal definition of ‘recognition’. However, a
general indication of the term’s meaning may be given. To recognize someone
is, we propose, to acknowledge an individual as what he or she is. The
acknowledgement that we have in mind is not merely cognitive but constitutive:
recognized individuals become what they are through the recognition that they
receive. Human individuals are both the givers and receivers of recognition, and
webs of social relations acquire a dynamic element from relations of recognition
in which individuals stand.
An understanding of recognition derives, in large part, from Hegel’s
Phenomenology of Spirit; not the least of our concerns in the present section is
to present the Phenomenology as a resource on which revolutionary thought
may draw. Throughout the work, ‘recognition’ is a pervasive – if, sometimes,
implicit – presence. In the famous Master-and-Slave section of chapter IV,
Hegel offers an account of recognition’s beginning (Hegel 1977: 111-9).iii Of
greater relevance in the present connection, chapter VI discusses European
history as a sequence – opening with the Ancient Greek polis and continuing
until the French Revolution – of distinct patterns of recognition. The patterns
are, the Phenomenology argues, ones which contradict themselves: throughout
history, recognition-contradicted (or alienated recognition) obtains.
Recognition ceases to be contradicted, and comes into its own, only when –
Hegel contends – mutual recognition is achieved.iv
In order to focus clearly on issues which we see as important in Hegel, two
further observations concerning the Phenomenology’s view of history may be
made. One is that, in Hegel’s view, freedom (understood as self-determination)
and recognition achieve non-alienated existence only through one another: so to
say, the historical arcs traced by freedom and recognition are closely

interrelated and converge at the same mutually recognitive place. The present
article endorses the view that we here ascribe to Hegel: issues of freedomcontradicted (explored in section 2) and issues of recognition-contradicted
(referred to in the present section) are for us essential to one another, and admit
of resolution only on a mutually recognitive social terrain.
The second observation concerns forms of contradictory recognition. In the
Phenomenology’s discussion, two such forms are seen as having historicallypervasive – or fundamental, or “structural” – significance. One is recognition
that is ‘one-sided and unequal’, as in the relation between Master and Slave
(Hegel 1977: 116). The other is recognition which is couched in terms of roledefinitions: for Hegel, role-definitions are inscribed in social institutions or
‘spiritual masses’ (1977: 300)v which stand over and against individuals – and
such a form of recognition divides an individual against him or herself.vi
Hegel’s indication of historically-pervasive forms of contradictory recognition
is important here for, we consider, two reasons. The first is that, if the notion of
role-definition alienation is extended to include recognition of the individual as
a proprietor, a critique of private property can get under way.vii The second is
that what we later refer to as less-than-revolutionary conceptions of recognition
fail to take on board Hegel’s sense of the alienation that role-definitions
entail.viii
(ii) Recognition and revolution
Why does a turn to recognition move us closer to revolution? We indicate two
ways in which this is the case.
First, issues of recognition are essential to the notion of revolution itself. By
revolution we understand, here and elsewhere, a transformation which aims at
mutual recognition and non-alienated self-determination. Here, we propose that
such transformation is to be seen not merely as a ‘replacement of one social
structure with another’ but as a ‘struggle which calls in question structured
social existence per se’.ix Understood in this fashion, revolution needs a mode
of thought which endorses neither abstract individualismx nor a view of
individuals merely as ‘bearers’ of social structures (see e.g. Althusser 1976:
129, 202-3). Instead, it regards individuality as at issue in interaction’s play.
One implication of these remarks is that revolution has an “existential”
dimension.xi Another is that structures are seen as falling and, perhaps, rising
from the interaction in which social existence (qua social existence) consists.

When such interaction is molten, both social and individual existence
problematise one another – and do so in reciprocally fertile ways.
Our proposal is that the vision of interaction just indicated has recognition as its
theme. For Hegel, as for ourselves, the notions of interaction and recognition
are inseparable.xii A recognitive view of social existence unfolds not into
sociological or structural description but into exploration of issues that are
interactively raised.
Second, issues of recognition are fundamental to the goal of revolution and how
this goal is to be seen. In section 2, we proposed that this goal is uncontradicted
self-determination – and we added, in the section’s closing lines, that the
uncontradicted self-determination concerned may exist in a prefigurative – that
is, a proleptic – way. The thought underlying our reference to prolepsis was that
a process of revolutionary self-emancipation always and necessarily anticipates
its goal: it stands ahead of itself, and is ecstatic or ek-static in Sartre’s meaning
of the term.xiii Our further thought was that sites of prolepsis or prefiguration
may make their appearance in the cracks and fissures of a contradictory social
world. Here, we put some flesh on these conceptual bones. We propose that
uncontradicted self-determination is possible only in and through mutual
recognition. And we add that self-determination which subsists in a
prefigurative fashion does so in the form of islands of mutual recognition
appearing in a contradictory world. The appearance, in society, of such islands
is of epoch-making significance. It makes little difference that the mutual
recognition which they present is incomplete or distorted or the location of fresh
contradictions. If the argument of the present article is followed, they are
harbingers of a future through which ‘we build ourselves into the blue’ and
‘search for truth and reality where factuality vanishes – incipit vita nova’ (Bloch
1970: 43).
At this stage, after a lengthy discussion, our argument dovetails with political
developments. Across the world, the present cycle of radical struggles has
sought to develop prefigurative forms of post-capitalist existence – as our
opening comments emphasise. Sometimes this has involved exploration of the
power of networks and a politics of ‘consensus meetings’: occupied spaces have
‘acted as incubators for experimental forms of protest and direct action’
(Hancox 2011: 46, 58-9). At other times, ‘occupation’ has seemed a form of
struggle which is ‘both a home where we get to practice the alternative...[and] a
staging-ground for struggle outwards’ (Klein & Marom 2012). Elsewhere, the

dynamic of crowd activity has itself served as revolution’s space.xiv Hardt and
Negri catch an important note in all this when they suggest that, for such
initiatives, the ‘majority’ is not ‘a homogeneous unit’ but ‘a concatenation of
differences’ (2012: 64): in short, and to employ terminology which we favour
and Hardt and Negri appear to deplore, such initiatives orient themselves
(however uncertainly) towards mutual recognition.xv Standing back, we note
that the theme of recognition as presented in our paper is fundamental to current
struggle. Our discussion has attempted to supply a conceptual framework which
allows the significance of such struggle to emerge.

*

As in section 2, our section closes with some comments on recent theory. Such
comments in the previous section turned on conceptions of no-saying. Here, we
focus on less-than-revolutionaryxvi ways in which the notion of ‘recognition’ has
been seen.
A short history of less-than-revolutionary accounts of recognition falls, we
suggest, into two phases. In the first, associated with the work of Charles
Taylor, recognition is seen as a term allowing liberal political theory to
encompass multiculturalist concerns (see Taylor 1994);xvii in the second, Axel
Honneth employs recognition as a touchstone of post-Habermasian critical
theory. Here, neither phase is analysed systematically but some comments are
outlined.
First, we note that an attempt to link the notion of recognition and a politics of
multiculturalism is fraught with problems. One difficulty is that the term
‘recognition’ is narrowed in its meaning;xviii another is that crucial features of
Hegel’s concern with recognition’s contradictory forms become conceptually
invisible.xix Second, we note that something of multiculturalism’s limited
purchase clings to the discussion’s second and, so to say, post-Habermasian
phase. According to Honneth, fundamental institutions of bourgeois society –
the family, civil society and the state – turn on modes of recognition that
continue into an emancipated world.xx In his view, the task of immanent critique
is to tease out the ‘surplus of validity’ (Honneth 2003: 174) or ‘promise of
freedom’ (2011: 10) that, he considers, such institutions contain.xxi Such a view

invites a laconic summation: what should be a new form of social existence
appears to be more of the same. Besides this, Honneth not-infrequently employs
a phraseology – that of, for example, claiming or withdrawing or withholding
recognition – which has more in common with a multiculturalist than a
Hegelian treatment.
Our overall comment on Taylor and Honneth is that less-than-revolutionary
understandings are banished once the overcoming of pervasive and
contradictory forms (such as those identified by Hegel) is made a theory of
recognition’s central theme. Both Taylor and Honneth see themselves as
renewing a Hegelian perspective. Our own claim is that, if theory adopts the
Phenomenology’s contrast between recognition-contradicted and mutual
recognition, the result is a conception of recognition that breaks with
multiculturalist dalliance and becomes a furnace that consumes a reified social
world.

*

The political implications of the foregoing discussion should be evident. Pace
Taylor and others, the notion of recognition may be prised away from liberal
political theory and its critical edge restored. When this is done, the notion
serves to illumine the significance of recent struggles. It does so by pointing to
the transformation of recognition-contradicted into mutual recognition as the
fulcrum on which revolutionary action turns.

4: Conclusion
Drawing the threads of our article together we suggest that its two central
concepts – contradiction and recognition – are by no means accidentally related
but are instead two sides of a single approach which can help make sense of
revolutionary activity and orient future strategy. We suggest moreover that
these two concepts shed much light on the current wave of struggles, in
particular their inspiring combination of ‘refusal’ and ‘alternatives’. There is
clearly a intimate relation between the new movements’ no-saying to capital
and their experiments with democratic, egalitarian and mutualist alternatives.

Hardt and Negri are surely correct that ‘rebellion and revolt...set in motion not
only a refusal but also a creative process’ (Hardt and Negri 2012: 104). We
suggest that this ‘motion’ is precisely the movement of contradicted recognition
striving to become mutual recognition. From our all-too-brief elucidation of
these concepts it is also possible to glean how a revolutionary strategy can
usefully proceed in future, namely by identifying the many sites of contradiction
in present society while generating new sites of mutually recognitive social
existence.
But contradiction and recognition must be thought together. Emphasising
contradiction without recognition risks producing a critique that is abstract and
mechanistic; it lacks a phenomenology and hence an understanding of why
people refuse a contradictory existence and seek alternatives. Conversely,
emphasising recognition without acknowledging contradiction – the
fundamental contradictions of our capitalist world – can trap critical theory in
conformist or ameliorist politics. Against both of these temptations we have
proposed a theory of recognition contradicted: contradicted recognition is
contradicted self-determination, a contradiction which finds its resolution in
mutual recognition. Against mechanism and abstraction such a concept provides
a phenomenological explanation of how the negation of one social world
necessarily involves the creation of a new one, an idea that is now common
sense in the new movements. Finally, against conformism or ameliorism the
notion of recognition contradicted (and the resolution it projects – mutual
recognition) allows critical theory to return to its Marxist and left-Hegelian
roots.
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On the distinction between Marxism as a theory of society and Marxism
as critique, see Gunn (1994).
iii
For discussion see Gunn (2012).
iv
An image of mutual recognition in its Hegelian sense is provided by toand-fro interaction (or ‘conversation’) wherein nothing raised by anyone counts
as off-limits. Recognition becomes contradictory, or alienated, wherever the
flow of to-and-fro interaction is channelled or disrupted or contained.
v
A social institution may be characterised as a ‘spiritual mass’ in that it
possesses inertia or momentum of a quasi-natural kind.
vi
The division is that between the individual's ‘universal’ and ‘particular’
aspects. Where an individual is recognized as a role-bearer – say, as a student or
teacher – only his or her universal aspect comes into view.
vii
For reasons of space, this line of thought is not explored further. It is
mentioned in order to show how recognition-based theory may retain purchase
on property as an issue.
viii
See note 19 below.
ix
We quote from ourselves - Gunn & Wilding (2012: 183).
x
That is, the asocial or ‘atomic’ individualism of liberal theory.
xi
As Bloch emphasises: ‘The goal, the eminently practical goal, and the
basic motive of socialist ideology is this: to give every man not just a job but his
own distress, boredom, wretchedness, misery, and darkness, his own buried,
summoning light; to give to everyone’s life a Dostoevskyan touch...’ (Bloch,
1970: 60).
xii
See Hegel (1977: 116-7): the paragraphs in Hegel which lead up to the
notion of recognition are unintelligible unless interaction is their theme.
xiii
See, for example, Sartre (1957: xliv). To the same effect, Kojève (1969:
134) speaks of ‘movement that is engendered in the Future’.
xiv
For a film version of the drama of suspicion which unfolded in crowd
activity in Cairo during the ‘Arab Spring’, see Karim El Hakim’s and Omar
Shargawi's brilliant ½ Revolution. For Hegel on crowd activity see (1977: 3567).
xv
Why, it may be asked, do Hardt and Negri turn against Left Hegelianism?
When they argue that ‘forces of rebellion and revolt allow us to throw
off...impoverished subjectivities’ (2012: 104) in favour of ‘a concatenation of
differences’ (2012: 64), their argument and our own – the argument which leads
from freedom-contradicted and recognition-contradicted to mutual recognition
– appear to run in parallel.
xvi
Or, in Žižek’s term, ‘liberal’ (2012a: 1004, 991-2).
xvii
For an extension of the same line of thought, see Anderson (2009).
xviii
The driving force of a politics of recognition is, says Taylor, a ‘search for
recognition and respect’ (1994: 70). Once recognition is equated with respect it
becomes a moral desideratum or ‘good thing’ rather than an analytical tool.
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More specifically, Hegel's notion of role-definitions as alienating is
glossed over. Multiculturalist politics celebrates the notion of the individual as,
precisely, a ‘this’ or a ‘that’.
xx
See Honneth (1995: 25; 2003: 138ff.; 2010: esp. pp. 17-8 and (on
'recognition') 50; finally 2012: 29-30). Note that the conceptual geography
which Honneth appears to find most sympathetic in Hegel is not that of the
Phenomenology, which breathes the atmosphere of the French Revolution, but
that of the more conservative and bourgeois-liberal Philosophy of Right.
xxi
For discussion see Wilding (2012).
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